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Understanding the functional role of neurons and neural systems is a primary goal of systems

neuroscience. A longstanding hypothesis states that sensory systems are matched to the statistical

properties of the signals to which they are exposed [e.g., 4, 6]. In particular, Barlow has proposed that

the role of early sensory systems is to remove redundancy in the sensory input, resulting in a set of

neural responses that are statistically independent. Variants of this hypothesis have been formulated

by a number of other authors [e.g., 2, 52] (see [47] for a review). The basic version assumes a fixed en-

vironmental model, but Barlow and Foldiak later augmented the theory by suggesting that adaptation

in neural systems might be thought of as an adjustment to remove redundancies in the responses to

recently presented stimuli [8, 7].

There are two basic methodologies for testing such hypotheses. The most direct approach is to

examine the statistical properties of neural responses under natural stimulation conditions [e.g., 25, 41,

17, 5, 40] or the statistical dependency of pairs (or groups) of neural responses. Due to their technical

difficulty, such multi-cellular experiments are only recently becoming possible, and the earliest reports

appear consistent with the hypothesis [e.g., 54]. An alternative approach is to “derive” a model for

early sensory processing [e.g., 36, 43, 20, 2, 37, 9, 49, 53]. In such an approach, one examines the

statistical properties of environmental signals and shows that a transformation derived according to

some statistical optimization criterion provides a good description of the response properties of a set

of sensory neurons. We follow this latter approach in this chapter.



A number of researchers [e.g., 36, 43, 3] have used the covariance properties of natural images

to derive linear basis functions that are similar to receptive fields found physiologically in primary

visual cortex (i.e., localized in spatial position, orientation and scale). But these early attempts required

additional constraints, such as spatial locality and/or symmetry.

Covariance properties are adequate to characterize Gaussian probability models. But when the

higher-order statistical properties of natural images are examined, they are found to be strikingly

non-Gaussian [19, 61, 18]. More recent work has shown that these non-Gaussian characteristics may

be captured using fairly simple parametric models [e.g., 29, 48, 16, 58]. Several authors have used

higher-order statistical measures to derive linear basis functions that are similar to cortical receptive

fields [e.g., 37, 9, 53].

We have empirically examined the responses of such linear basis functions to natural images, and

found that these responses exhibit striking statistical dependencies, even when the basis functions

are chosen to optimize independence [e.g., 48, 11]. Such dependencies cannot be removed through

further linear processing. Rather, a nonlinear form of cortical processing is required, in which the linear

response of each basis function is rectified (and typically squared) and then divided by a weighted

sum of the rectified responses of neighboring neurons. Similar “divisive normalization” models have

been used by a number of authors to account for nonlinear behaviors in neurons [39, 10, 21, 22, 13].

Our approach shows that natural image statistics, in conjunction with Barlow’s hypothesis, lead to

divisive normalization as the appropriate nonlinearity for removing dependency. That is, the type

of nonlinearity found in cortical processing is well-matched to the non-Gaussian statistics of natural

images.

In earlier work, we have shown that our model, with all parameters determined from the statistics

of a set of natural images, can account qualitatively for recent physiological observations of suppres-

sion of V1 responses by stimuli presented outside the classical receptive field [51]. Here, we show

that the model can account for responses to non-optimal stimuli. In addition, we show that adjusting

the model parameters according to the statistics of recent visual input can account for physiologically

observed adaptation effects [57].
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Figure 1: Example basis functions at two different scales, taken from a 6-orientation steerable pyramid.

1 Statistical Properties of Natural Images

As mentioned above, a number of authors have derived linear basis sets by optimizing higher-order

statistical measures. For our purposes here, we find it convenient to work with a fixed linear basis that

is an approximation to these optimal bases. In particular, we use a “steerable pyramid” [50], whose

basis functions are translations, rotations, and dilations of a common filter kernel. This kernel has a

spatial frequency bandwidth of roughly one octave, and an orientation tuning bandwidth of roughly

30 degrees. Example basis functions are shown in figure 1.

The marginal statistics of the coefficients obtained by projecting natural images onto such basis

functions are known to be highly non-Gaussian and kurtotic [19, 29]. In addition, the joint statistics of

these coefficients exhibit striking non-linear dependencies [59, 48]. We have modeled these dependen-

cies, and used the models in a variety of image processing applications, such as compression [11] and

denoising [49].

Figure 2 shows the joint statistics of neural responses from a typical pair of adjacent basis functions.

Statistics were gathered by collecting response pairs at all spatial positions within a single natural

image. A joint histogram is constructed by counting the number of response pairs that fall into each

bin in the two-dimensional grid. The resulting array is displayed as a grayscale image, in which the

pixel intensity is proportional to the bin counts, except that each column is independently re-scaled,

thus forming a conditional histogram. The conditional histogram in the upper left panel of Figure 2

shows that this pair of neural responses is well decorrelated, since the expected value of the ordinate

is approximately zero, independent of the abscissa. However, the “bowtie” shape of the histogram
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Figure 2. Illustration of image statistics as seen through two neighboring linear receptive fields. Left
image: Joint conditional histogram of two coefficients. Pixel intensity corresponds to frequency of occur-
rence of a given pair of values, except that each column has been independently rescaled to fill the full
intensity range. Right image: Joint histogram of divisively normalized coefficients (see text).

reveals that these coefficients are not statistically independent. Rather, the variance of the ordinate

scales with the absolute value of the abscissa. We emphasize that this form of dependency cannot be

captured using a traditional jointly Gaussian model, and cannot be eliminated with linear processing!

This type of statistical dependency appears in pairs of coefficients at nearby spatial positions, ori-

entations, and scales. Figure 3 shows conditionalized joint histograms for a number of different basis

function pairs. The strength of the dependency varies depending on the specific pair chosen. Loosely

speaking, we find that the dependency is strongest for basis functions that are close in spatial position,

orientation, and scale (spatial frequency), and decreases for pairs that differ markedly in one or more

of these attributes.

We have observed this form of dependency in a wide variety of natural images, even when we use

a basis set that is optimized to produce maximally independent responses [e.g., 9]. For a given pair
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Figure 3. Conditional joint histograms for several different pairs of basis functions. Left: spatially adja-
cent pair (same orientation and scale); Middle: orthogonal orientations (same position and scale); Right:
differing in scale by a factor of two.

of coefficients, the strength of dependency does vary slightly from image to image. Nevertheless, we

emphasize that this is a property of the images themselves, and is not due purely to our choice of linear

basis function. For example, no such dependency is observed when the input image consists of white

noise (each pixel independent).

It should not be a surprise that one cannot decompose an image into independent components

using a linear basis, since images are not formed from linear superpositions of independent patterns.

Even if one assumes that the objects that constitute a scene are drawn independently, the most common

combination rule for image formation is occlusion, which is nonlinear. The intuitive explanation for the

magnitude dependency is that typical localized image structures (e.g., edges, corners) tend to have

substantial power across several scales and orientations at the same spatial location. Such a structure

will be represented in the wavelet domain via a superposition of the corresponding basis functions.

The signs and relative magnitudes of the coefficients associated with these basis functions will depend

on the precise location, orientation and scale of the structure. But all of the magnitudes will scale with

the contrast of the structure. Thus, measurement of a large coefficient at one scale means that large

values in nearby coefficients are more likely.
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2 Redundancy Reduction through Divisive Normalization

In previous work [48, 51, 58], we have shown that these statistical dependencies may be reduced using

a normalization operation, in which each linear coefficient, Lj , is squared (or halfwave rectified and

squared) and then divided by a weighted sum of the squares of its neighbors fLkg and an additive

constant:

Rj �
L2

j

�2j +
P

k wjkL
2

k

(1)

The neighbors, fLkg, correspond to linear responses of basis functions at nearby positions, orientations

and spatial scales. The right-hand panel in figure 2 shows the conditional histogram of these normal-

ized responses. Note that the probability mass is of approximately constant cross section (apart from

statistical sampling errors), and the conditional variance (solid line) is approximately constant. Our

current work aims to establish a more formal class of image model for which this divisive operation is

optimal [58, 55].

The parameters fwjk; �
2

j g used in computing the normalization signal are directly determined by

statistical measurements of natural images. Intuitively, larger weights wjk are associated with neigh-

boring neurons whose responses are more predictive of the squared response of the given neuron.

The constant �j corresponds to the residual variance that cannot be predicted from neighboring coef-

ficients.

In order to compute explicit values for the weights and constant, we minimize the quantity
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2
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�
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where E denotes expected value, which is computed in practice by averaging over all spatial positions

of a set of natural images. This procedure corresponds to maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation of the

parameters, assuming a lognormal distribution for the conditional density:
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The conditional mean and standard deviation of this lognormal distribution are both proportional

to f�2j +
P

k wjkL
2

kg
1

2 . This choice of probability density is therefore consistent with the empirical
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observation that the standard deviation of Lj roughly scales with the absolute value of the neighbor

Lk.

Related choices of error function [48, 51] yield qualitatively similar results. For our the simulations

of the following sections, statistical measurements were taken over an image ensemble of four natural

images. In all cases, a group of eleven neighbors was used: five orientation neighbors, four spatial

neighbors, and two neighbors in scale (coarse and fine).

3 Physiological Modeling: Divisive Suppression

In previous work [51], we have shown that a statistically-derived weighted normalization model can

account for various suppressive effects that occur when stimuli are presented outside of the classi-

cal receptive field of neurons in primary visual cortex. In particular, a drifting grating presented in

an annular region surrounding the receptive field reduces responses to stimuli presented within the

receptive field. This reduction appears to be primarily divisive (i.e., a change in gain), and is usually

strongest when the parameters (eg., orientation, spatial frequency) of the annular stimulus are matched

to those of the preferred excitatory stimulus of the neuron.

Here we demonstrate examples of non-linear behavior inside the classical receptive field. In each

example we compare model simulations to electrophysiological recordings a from a typical V1 simple

cell in an anesthetized Macaque monkey [13]. Figure 4 shows responses to a sinusoidal grating at

the optimal orientation, along with responses to a grating at an orientation 30 degrees away from

optimal. Figure 5 shows responses to to a sinusoidal grating at the optimal spatial frequency, along

with responses to a grating at frequency 0.78 times the optimal. For the model neuron we have scaled

the non-optimal frequency by the ratio of bandwidths between neurons in our model (1 octave) and

V1 cells (roughly 1.5 octaves). Note that in both model and cell, the contrast response curves for the

non-optimal stimulus are shifted downward from those for the optimal stimulus. Compared with an

optimal stimulus, the non-optimal stimulus induces stronger responses in other neurons, increasing

the relative strength of the normalization signal. This changes the saturation level of the curve. In

addition, the amount of shift in cell and model response curves is qualitatively matched.
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Figure 4. Responses to drifting sinusoidal stimuli at optimal (solid) and non-optimal (hollow) orienta-
tions. Left: Cell, taken from [13]. Right: Model.
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Figure 5. Responses to drifting sinusoidal stimuli at optimal (solid) and non-optimal (hollow) spatial
frequencies. Left: Cell, taken from [13]. Right: Model.
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4 Physiological Modeling: Adaptation

In the previous sections, we assumed a model with normalization parameters optimized for a generic

ensemble of images. Biologically, such an optimal solution would arise through some combination

of evolutionary (i.e. genetic) and developmental processes. But given that visual input is constantly

changing, it is natural to ask whether the system attempts to adapt itself to the statistics of visual input

over shorter time scales. Visual adaptation over relatively short periods is a well-known phenomenon.

For example, very rapid adaptation occurs in the retina, where the photoreceptor response continu-

ally adjusts to the mean illumination [e.g., 26]. Adaptation effects are also well-documented in the

cortex [e.g., 34, 1], but neither their functional purpose nor their mechanism are fully understood. A

number of researchers have proposed mechanisms by which cortical adaptation could take place [e.g.,

22, 60, 15]. Barlow and Foldiak [8, 7] proposed that linear receptive field properties are adjusted in

order to decorrelate responses to recently presented visual stimuli. In related work, we have recently

found that optimal changes to linear responses based on signal and noise power spectra predict vari-

ous psychophysical results following adaptation [56].

In this section, we examine the hypothesis that normalization parameters are adjusted based on the

statistics of recent visual input. In contrast to previous approaches to cortical adaptation [e.g., 8, 7, 15,

56], we assume that the linear receptive fields are held fixed, but that the normalization parameters are

updated. We begin by showing that two canonical types of cortical adaptation can be distinguished on

the basis of image statistics. We then test our adaptation hypothesis by computing a set of “adapted”

normalization parameters based on a modified visual environment, and comparing the “adapted”

neural responses to physiological recordings.

4.1 Types of adaptation

By considering specific types of changes to the visual environment, we find that image statistics serve

to distinguish between two canonical types of adaptation, which we refer to as contrast and pattern

adaptation. Each type of adaptation arises from a specific change in image statistics. In response to

the statistical change, normalization parameters are altered in predictable ways, which then leads to a
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change in the contrast response function.

For simplicity, consider a single pair of neurons: a linear receptive field and a “neighbor” tuned for

a nearby scale. First imagine that we have some “default” visual world, which we call environment A.

Typically, environment A corresponds to samples of natural images. The joint conditional statistics of

the pair of basis functions in this world are shown in the top left panel of Figure 6, where we see the

familiar type of “bowtie” dependency between the two responses. Now suppose that we form a new

visual world, which we call environment B, by uniformly re-scaling the contrast of environment A by

a factor �. The statistical consequence of this change is a simple re-scaling of the linear responses. This

change is illustrated in the bottom left panel of Figure 6, where the axes of the conditional histograms

corresponding environment B have been scaled up by a factor of � = 2. Note that apart from this

re-scaling, there is no change in the shape of the conditional histogram. From the cost function in

equation (2), it can be seen that rescaling the linear responses by a factor � will change the optimal

constant � but not affect the weights wj;k. In particular, the optimal constant for environment B will

now be �B = � �A, which compensates for the factor of � in front of all the linear responses Lk. This

change in the normalization constant leads to a very specific change in the contrast response function,

as shown in the graph on the left side of Figure 6. The constant � affects the contrast at which saturation

sets in, but not the maximal response level. Therefore, the increase in � produces a rightward shift

of the contrast response. In other work, rightward shifts of these curves have been modeled by an

increase in the normalization constant [e.g., 22]. Our work establishes that such a change is in fact the

optimal adjustment under a uniform re-scaling of contrast. In summary, re-scaling the contrast changes

the normalization constant, which shifts the contrast response function to the right; this sequence of

events will be called contrast adaptation.

A quite different type of change in image statistics involves changing the dependency between a

model neuron and its neighbor, as shown in the right side of Figure 6. Such increased dependency

could arise in a variety of ways. For illustration here, we constructed environment B by combining

environment A with samples from a contrast-varying sinusoidal grating at a spatial frequency lying

between the optimal frequencies of the two model neurons. In such an environment, the responses of
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Figure 6. Canonical environmental changes, and the resulting adaptation effect. Left: Increase of con-
trast. Conditional histograms of linear receptive field responses at adjacent spatial scales (same orienta-
tion and spatial position) for two image ensembles (environments). Ensemble B is identical to Ensemble
A, but with twice the contrast. The change in environmental contrast produces a change in the nor-
malization constant �, causing a horizontal shift in the contrast response function. Right: Increase of
dependency. Ensemble B contains different spatial patterns than environment A, such that the depen-
dency between the responses of the two linear receptive fields is increased. This is evident in the wider
“bowtie” shape of the histograms. Right: the increase in dependency leads to an increase in the normal-
ization weight w for this neighbor, causing a decrease in the saturation level of the contrast response.

the two neurons exhibit increased dependency, as reflected by the joint conditional histograms plot-

ted in Figure 6. The increased dependency is shown by the greater thickness of the “bowtie” in the

lower histogram (for environment B), as compared to the upper histogram (environment A). As a re-

sult, in order to eliminate the greater dependency between the neuron and its neighbor, more divisive

normalization is required. Thus, the model predicts an increase in the normalization weight w, which

represents the divisive influence of the neighbor on the neuron. The effect of increasing the weight is to

decrease the saturation level of the response curve, as shown in the graph on the right side of Figure 6.

In summary, increased dependency between a neuron and its neighbor increases the corresponding

normalization weight, which in turn lowers the saturation level of the curve. This sequence of events

will be called pattern adaptation.
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4.2 Simulation

Contrast and pattern adaptation, as defined here, correspond to pure forms of adaptation in response

to specific changes in the visual environment. As we will see in our comparisons to physiological

data, standard adaptation protocols typically lead to a mixture of contrast and pattern adaptation. To

simulate a physiological adaptation experiment, we begin by computing a set of generic normalization

parameters using equation (2), where the expectation is taken over a fixed ensemble of four natural

images. The generic parameters are used to compute responses of neurons under normal (i.e., ”un-

adapted”) conditions, and form a baseline for comparison to the “adapted” responses.

The protocol typically used in neurophysiological experiments consists of presenting an adapting

stimulus for an initial adaptation period that ranges from seconds to minutes. Brief probe stimuli

are then interleaved with periods of top-up adaptation. We simulated such an adaptation protocol

by creating an adapting image ensemble, consisting of the natural image ensemble augmented by

the adapting stimulus. The adapting stimulus is chosen in accordance with the experimental protocol:

sinusoidal grating images were used for the results reported here. The specific attributes of this grating

(e.g., contrast, orientation, spatial frequency) were determined by the experiment under consideration.

Note that the adapting ensemble is not formed by adding (pixel by pixel) the grating image to each

member of the set of natural images. Rather, we collect sample responses from natural images, and

mix them with sample responses from the sinusoidal grating image. This collection of responses is

then used to compute an adapted set of normalization parameters via equation (2). These adapted

parameters are used to simulate neural responses following adaptation.

4.3 Effect on contrast response: Different adapting contrasts

It is well-documented that prolonged stimulation of neurons in striate cortex changes their contrast-

response function. When the response is measured over a limited range of contrasts, the primary effect

of adapting to a high contrast grating can be described as a rightward shift on log-log axes [35]. How-

ever, measurements over a wider range of contrasts reveal that adaptation to high contrast gratings

not only shifts the function to the right, but also changes its saturation level [1, 44].
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Figure 7. Left: Experimental data from Albrecht et al. [1], showing measured contrast response functions
following adaptation to three different contrasts. Adapting stimuli were sinusoidal gratings at the opti-
mal frequency. Right: Corresponding model predictions of changes in the response using an adapting
ensemble with optimal frequency sinusoid at three different contrasts.

Shown on the left side of Figure 7 are experimental measurements [1] of contrast response functions

following adaptation to optimal frequency sinusoids at three different contrasts. The right side of

Figure 7 plots the corresponding model predictions. The drop-off of the model responses are not as

steep as those of the cell, because we used a fixed exponent of two, whereas typical fits to cell data yield

exponents closer to three. The response curves of both the cell and model data undergo a rightward

shift (contrast adaptation), as well as a change in the saturation level (pattern adaptation). In the

context of our normalization model, such a mixture of effects is to be expected, because adapting to a

high contrast sinusoid not only changes the contrast level experienced by the cell, but also biases the

pattern statistics of recent visual input.

4.4 Effect on contrast response: Different test frequencies

An interesting feature of adaptation is that its strength depends on the relationship between the adapt-

ing and test stimulus. Albrecht et. al. studied the contingent nature of adaptation by exposing a cell

to a grating of optimal spatial frequency, and then testing it with either the optimal or a non-optimal

frequency [1]. Plotted in Figure 8 are contrast response curves, tested with either the optimal spa-

tial frequency (left panel), or with a non-optimal spatial frequency (right panel). The corresponding
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Figure 8. Left: Experimental data from Albrecht et al. [1]. Adaptation shifts the curves right, and changes
the saturation level. The effect weakens as the test and adapting frequencies are separated (right panel).
Right: Model predictions of changes in the response following adaptation to the optimal orientation and
frequency. Each curve corresponds to a different spatial frequency under unadapted (top curves) and
adapted (bottom curves) conditions.

model predictions under the same conditions are also shown in Figure 8. In each panel, the upper

curve corresponds to the unadapted responses, whereas the lower curve shows the responses follow-

ing adaptation to a sinusoid at the optimal spatial frequency.

As before, adaptation shifts the curves to the right, and changes the saturation level. However, note

that the size of the shift is smaller when the test spatial frequency differs from the adapting frequency.

The model also makes analogous predictions about changes in the responses following adaptation to

different orientations, for which (to the best of our knowledge) published data is currently unavail-

able. That is, a close match between the test and adapting stimuli (whether in terms of orientation or

frequency) leads to stronger effects of adaptation. This specificity illustrates that adaptation depends

on a contingency between test and adapting stimuli.

4.5 Effect on tuning curves

A more dramatic illustration of the contingent nature of adaptation is provided by its effect on tun-

ing curves. A number of researchers have reported that adaptation can alter the shape of tuning

curves [e.g., 31, 1, 44, 45]. That is, adapting to a non-optimal stimulus (either in orientation or fre-
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Figure 9. Orientation tuning curves under three conditions: unadapted, adapted to the optimal 0 Æ stim-
ulus, and adapted to the non-optimal +14 Æ stimulus. The effects reflect a mixture of contrast and pattern
adaptation, and illustrate the contingent nature of adaptation.

quency) suppresses one flank of the tuning curve, with little or no effect on the other flank. The overall

effect is to skew the shape of the tuning curve. Model predictions of orientation tuning curves under

such an adapting protocol are shown in Figure 9. The diamonds show the unadapted tuning curve;

here the mild asymmetry in the tuning curve is due to mild asymmetries in the natural image statistics

of our ensemble. The grey triangles show the tuning curve after adapting to the optimal stimulus at

0 Æ. Here the main effect of adaptation is an overall suppression of the tuning curve, corresponding to

contrast adaptation. Superimposed on this main effect is the effect of pattern adaptation, which causes

increased suppression at and around the optimal orientation. Adapting to the non-optimal +14 Æ stim-

ulus causes an even more dramatic effect. Here, although the overall suppression of the tuning curve

is weak, adaptation causes strong suppression in the right flank of the curve coupled with little effect

on the opposite flank. The resultant skewing of the tuning curve is a nice illustration of the contingent

nature of adaptation.

These types of differential effects on tuning curves were first reported by Movshon and Lennie [31];

later, Saul and Cynader [44, 45] explicitly plotted frequency tuning curves that were skewed following

adaptation. More recently, Müller et al. [32] have reported such effects in some cells, but at time scales

significantly shorter than those used in the previous studies. Further experimental investigation is

needed to determine if these effects are due to the same adaptation mechanisms. Finally, Carandini

et. al. [14] have shown that adaptation to a plaid containing both the optimally oriented grating and
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a perpendicular grating could increase the amount of cross-orientation suppression in V1 neurons.

Such a result is completely consistent with our model, in which the increased statistical dependency in

the responses of orthogonally oriented neurons would lead to an increase in the suppressive weights

between them.

5 Discussion

Work reported in this chapter was motivated by the early proposal of Barlow [6]: namely, that a de-

sirable goal in early sensory processing is to obtain neural responses that are independent. As em-

phasized by Barlow, independent neural responses lead to a more efficient representation of sensory

input, and facilitate ecologically relevant tasks such as novelty detection. We began by demonstrat-

ing that the responses of linear receptive fields, when exposed to natural images, exhibit strikingly

non-Gaussian dependencies. Interestingly, the type of nonlinearity suitable for removing these depen-

dencies, per Barlow’s hypothesis, also reproduces the type of nonlinear behavior observed in cortical

neurons. On this basis, we developed a divisive normalization model for cortical neurons, whose pa-

rameters are entirely determined by the statistical properties of visual images. We find it remarkable

that this model can account qualitatively for the suppressive effects of non-optimal stimuli, as well as

for basic adaptation effects. Moreover, by considering how normalization parameters should change

in response to specific changes in image statistics, we were able to distinguish between two canonical

types of adaptation.

Nonetheless, there are many issues that need to be resolved. On the theoretical side, we are work-

ing to understand the class of models for which divisive normalization provides an optimal “nonlinear

whitening” operation [58, 55]. Moreover, there are also fundamental problems in attempting to state

the independence hypothesis more formally. In particular, quantitative testing of the hypothesis re-

quires specification of an image ensemble from which the statistics are taken. We have chosen a small

set of generic scenes, but it could be the case that neurons are specialized for particular subclasses of

images. Also lacking is a clear statement of which groups of neurons are meant to produce an ensemble

of statistically independent responses. Even within cortical area V1, response properties vary consid-
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erably from layer to layer, and even within layers. A sensible assumption might be that each stage of

processing in the system takes the responses of the previous stage and attempts to eliminate as much

statistical redundancy as possible, within the limits of its computational capabilities. This “successive

whitening” version of the theory naturally leads one to ask: How far can this bottom-up theory go to

explain higher levels of sensory processing? Surely, at some level, the tasks that the organism performs

must have some influence on the design of the system.

There are a number of open questions concerning both temporal aspects of the model, as well as

the mechanistic implementation of normalization. The current model addresses only steady-state be-

havior, and the normalization signal is computed and applied instantaneously. Clearly, a more realistic

implementation must perform the normalization of a population of neurons using recursive lateral or

feedback connections, thereby introducing temporal dynamics. Recent experiments on V1 neurons

reveal temporal dynamics that seem consistent with such delayed normalization signals [e.g., 42, 32].

Such recurrent connections might directly provide shunting inhibition [e.g., 23, 12], but the divisive

form of the steady-state model does not necessarily require this. We have recently begun to explore

models that incorporate delayed feedback mechanisms, but produce steady-state responses consistent

with the weighted normalization model described in this paper [30].

Regarding adaptation, our current work does not address the time course or mechanism of such

processes. It is possible that several forms of adaptation occur simultaneously on different time scales.

Moreover, we have not yet specified a local update (or “learning”) rule to instantiate the optimization

specified in equation (2).

Our model is based on a mechanism which is fundamentally suppressive. But a number of authors

have reported facilitatory influences from beyond the classical receptive field [e.g., 28, 33, 24]. Facil-

itation can arise in our model in several ways. First, facilitation of low-contrast optimal stimuli can

occur when the secondary (non-optimal) stimulus slightly excites the linear kernel of a model neuron

(e.g., when the facilitating stimulus overlaps the classical receptive field). This could explain a num-

ber of published results, in which interactions have been shown to be facilitatory at low contrast and

suppressive at high contrast [e.g., 27, 38]. Second, a recurrent implementation of our model might
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lead to dis-inhibition effects (those neurons that usually suppress responses in the recorded neuron

are themselves being suppressed by the facilitating stimulus, leading to an increase in response). As

our implementation is currently not recurrent, we have not examined this possibility in detail.

We believe the statistically derived decomposition we have described here may be applicable to

other sensory modalities. In particular, we have recently found interesting parallels in the statistics of

natural sounds, and the response properties of auditory nerve fibers [46]. Finally, it is our hope that

elaboration of the independence hypothesis might benefit future experimental studies. In particular,

we are working to design specialized stochastic stimuli for characterizing normalization models, as

well as their behavior under various adaptation conditions.
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